
Question Details Report

Activity: Basic Photoshop Vocabulary Pre-Quiz Period 4 2014 Only

 Question 1 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.429 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What does resolution mean?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] refers to how bright and clear the screen is 33%
 [B] refers to how well the software and hardware work out their differences 10%
• [C] referes to the # of pixels that describe an image and establish it's detail. 48%
 [D] That is that song by Jay-Z-"My Baby, Me, And The Resolution." 10%
 [E] You say you wanna Resolution yeah ya know.... 0%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
Carter, Amaya (B, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (A, 0); Kihara, Kayla (A, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); riguis, sean (A,
0); sabado, josaiah (A, 0); sigrah, sheborah (A, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (D, 0); vailea, sione (B, 0); vinayaga,
maya (A, 0); Waite, Emma (A, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; bumatay, mark jay; chae, david; joe, melissa; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; mata, kamuela; rietow,
wade; Robbins, Lydia; Savarese, Tyler; Wong, Justice

 Question 2 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2.143 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What is PPI?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] participants per interaction 19%
• [B] pixels per inch 71%
 [C] players per inch 5%
 [D] placeholders per inchon 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (A, 0); bumatay, mark jay (A, 0); Carter, Amaya (D, 0); joe, melissa (A, 0); rietow, wade (A,
0); Wong, Justice (C, 0)



Students who answered correctly:
chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Kihara, Kayla; Madzhitov, David; mata, kamuela;
riguis, sean; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer, Shaniah; vailea,
sione; vinayaga, maya; Waite, Emma

 Question 3 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.429 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What are BITMAP or Raster Images??

Possible answers % answered

 [A] They are images that have data that describe lines and curves. These images can
be enlarged and still maintain their smooth edges 33%

 [B] They are images with a roadmap in them 14%

• [C] They are images that have data that describe the color of each pixel. They cannot
be rescaled without resulting in "pixilation", or loss of definition in the details. 48%

 [D] These images only have red, green, and gold colors to symbolize the Jamaican flag. 0%
 [E] Yo- Maybe I'd better do my work next time 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (A, 0); Carter, Amaya (B, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (A, 0); Kihara, Kayla (A, 0);
Madzhitov, David (E, 0); rietow, wade (A, 0); riguis, sean (B, 0); sigrah, sheborah (A, 0); vailea, sione (A,
0); vinayaga, maya (B, 0); Wong, Justice (A, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; joe, melissa; mata, kamuela; Robbins, Lydia; sabado,
josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; Tozer, Shaniah; Waite, Emma

 Question 4 (Multiple choice): Average score: 0.857 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Selection means what in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] choosing your tools 52%
 [B] the place where you go to get the images 14%
• [C] A portion of an image you want to work on 29%
  blank answer  5% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (A, 0); bumatay, mark jay (A, 0); Carter, Amaya (A, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (A, 0); joe, melissa
(blank answer, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (A, 0); Kihara, Kayla (A, 0); Madzhitov, David (B, 0); riguis, sean
(A, 0); Robbins, Lydia (A, 0); sabado, josaiah (A, 0); Savarese, Tyler (A, 0); vailea, sione (B, 0); Waite,
Emma (A, 0); Wong, Justice (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
chae, david; mata, kamuela; rietow, wade; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer, Shaniah; vinayaga, maya



 Question 5 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.571 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Opacity means what in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] on the layers palette where you choose your blending mode 10%
• [B] how visible a layer is-- and the ability to see through a layer 52%
 [C] the ability to manipulate and work on the colors etc 29%
 [D] Yo...maybe I should take Basket Weaving 1 nest semester with Mr Smith 10%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (C, 0); chae, david (C, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (A, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (C, 0);
Madzhitov, David (D, 0); mata, kamuela (C, 0); rietow, wade (D, 0); sigrah, sheborah (A, 0); vailea, sione
(C, 0); vinayaga, maya (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; Carter, Amaya; joe, melissa; Kihara, Kayla; riguis, sean; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah;
Savarese, Tyler; Tozer, Shaniah; Waite, Emma; Wong, Justice

 Question 6 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.286 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

A Marquee selection in Photoshop is?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] the big sign outside the theatre 0%
 [B] a tool that lets you zoom in on the selection 43%
 [C] No Clue Boss 10%

• [D] a dashed line that encloses the area you want to edit or move to another images-
marching ants 43%

  blank answer  5% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (B, 0); Carter, Amaya (B, 0); chae, david (B, 0); joe, melissa (B, 0); Kelekoma,
Cheyenne (blank answer, 0); Kihara, Kayla (B, 0); Madzhitov, David (C, 0); rietow, wade (B, 0); riguis, sean
(B, 0); Savarese, Tyler (B, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (C, 0); vinayaga, maya (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; H pd 4, Brennon; mata, kamuela; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; sigrah, sheborah; vailea,
sione; Waite, Emma; Wong, Justice

 Question 7 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.571 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Flattening in Photoshop means to do what?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] when your art work looks dull and kind of flat in Photoshop 14%

• [B] it means to merge all visible layers into a single background layer and discards all
hidden layers 52%

 [C] it means to reduce the amount of colors in an image 29%
 [D] Id better turn my iPod back on and listen to some more Bieber Baby 0%



 [E] Say What Fool 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
Carter, Amaya (C, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (A, 0); Kihara, Kayla (C, 0); Madzhitov, David (E, 0); mata, kamuela
(A, 0); sabado, josaiah (C, 0); sigrah, sheborah (A, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (C, 0); vailea, sione (C, 0); Waite,
Emma (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; bumatay, mark jay; chae, david; joe, melissa; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; rietow, wade; riguis,
sean; Robbins, Lydia; Savarese, Tyler; vinayaga, maya; Wong, Justice

 Question 8 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.571 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Deselect in Photoshop means ?

Possible answers % answered

• [A] A command that removes the marquee from an area, so it is no longer selected.
CMD-D is the shortcut 52%

 [B] merges all visible layers into a single background layer and discards all hidden layer 33%
 [C] ir magnifies and reduces the view of an image 5%
 [D] OK.. so I no like Photoshop.....help me 10%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (B, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (B, 0); joe, melissa (B, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); mata, kamuela
(C, 0); rietow, wade (D, 0); sigrah, sheborah (B, 0); vailea, sione (B, 0); vinayaga, maya (B, 0); Waite,
Emma (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
bumatay, mark jay; Carter, Amaya; chae, david; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Kihara, Kayla; riguis, sean; Robbins,
Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; Tozer, Shaniah; Wong, Justice

 Question 9 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.429 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What are Guides in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] Places that help you find your way when you are lost in Photoshop 38%
 [B] Dsshed Lines that denote a selection 5%
• [C] Horizontal And Vertical Lines That You Create To Help You Align Objects 48%
 [D] Yo--Maybe I like be a Tour Guide..Time for a Different Class 5%
  blank answer  5% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (A, 0); Kihara, Kayla (A, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); mata, kamuela (B, 0); rietow, wade
(A, 0); riguis, sean (A, 0); sabado, josaiah (A, 0); Savarese, Tyler (blank answer, 0); vailea, sione (A, 0);
vinayaga, maya (A, 0); Waite, Emma (A, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; Carter, Amaya; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; joe, melissa; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Robbins,
Lydia; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer, Shaniah; Wong, Justice



 Question 10 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What is a Bitmap?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] a map that shows you all the tools and palettes in Photoshop 52%
• [B] refers to a map of pixels, where each one may store more than two colors 33%
 [C] is a map of the area you are working on..there are bit maps and little bitty maps 5%
 [D] I dont do so good with directions...maybe id better buy a bit map next time 10%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (A, 0); bumatay, mark jay (A, 0); Carter, Amaya (C, 0); joe, melissa (D, 0); Kihara, Kayla (A,
0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); rietow, wade (A, 0); sabado, josaiah (A, 0); Savarese, Tyler (A, 0); sigrah,
sheborah (A, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (A, 0); vailea, sione (A, 0); vinayaga, maya (A, 0); Waite, Emma (A, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; mata, kamuela; riguis, sean; Robbins, Lydia; Wong,
Justice

 Question 11 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What is a Pixel?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] a part of the Disney Pixar Studios 0%
 [B] a color frequency that you see in Photoshop 29%
 [C] a little small fairy person is a Pixel 5%

• [D] very small squares that make up an image; each dot in a bitmapped image that
represents a color or shade. 67%

 [E] Man..this Pixel thing really scares me... 0%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (B, 0); Carter, Amaya (B, 0); Madzhitov, David (C, 0); sigrah, sheborah (B, 0); Tozer, Shaniah
(B, 0); vailea, sione (B, 0); vinayaga, maya (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
bumatay, mark jay; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; joe, melissa; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Kihara, Kayla; mata,
kamuela; rietow, wade; riguis, sean; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; Waite, Emma; Wong,
Justice

 Question 12 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.286 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What are Handles in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
• [A] Small boxes that appear around an object when it is selected. 43%

 [B] Areas that show up around an image when you are working on a personʻs thigh or
stomach region..aka Love Handles 38%

 [C] Places you can grab in Photoshop 19%



 [D] My handle is "Big Bad Bob" What is yours???? 0%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (B, 0); Carter, Amaya (C, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (B, 0); joe, melissa (B, 0); Kelekoma,
Cheyenne (C, 0); Madzhitov, David (B, 0); riguis, sean (C, 0); sabado, josaiah (B, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (B, 0);
vailea, sione (C, 0); Waite, Emma (B, 0); Wong, Justice (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; chae, david; Kihara, Kayla; mata, kamuela; rietow, wade; Robbins, Lydia; Savarese, Tyler;
sigrah, sheborah; vinayaga, maya

 Question 13 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2.429 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What are Filters in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] special areas of an image 5%

• [B] used to alter the look of an image and give it a different appearance by applying
special effects 81%

 [C] commands in Photoshop where we can make all things automatic 10%
 [D] Hmmmmm...IDK 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
Carter, Amaya (A, 0); chae, david (C, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (D, 0); Madzhitov, David (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; bumatay, mark jay; joe, melissa; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Kihara, Kayla; mata, kamuela;
rietow, wade; riguis, sean; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer,
Shaniah; vailea, sione; vinayaga, maya; Waite, Emma; Wong, Justice

 Question 14 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What is a Gradient in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] where you can apply special brushes and effects to an image 14%
 [B] the tool right by the Lazzo Tool 10%
 [C] when you are done and you get your final gradeient 10%

• [D] A type of fill in which color appear to blend into one another.  Itʻs appearance is
determined by itʻs beginning and ending points. 67%

 [E] Im promise Mister Im Gonna Gradient 0%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
Carter, Amaya (A, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (B, 0); joe, melissa (B, 0); Madzhitov, David (C, 0); mata, kamuela
(A, 0); rietow, wade (A, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; bumatay, mark jay; chae, david; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Kihara, Kayla; riguis, sean; Robbins,
Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; vailea, sione; vinayaga, maya; Waite, Emma;
Wong, Justice



 Question 15 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What is Foreground color In PS?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] the place where you paint and color the fore 0%
• [B] black by default and is used to paint,fill, and apply a border to a selection. 67%
 [C] a color that resets itself by default to a rainbow color 29%
 [D] Im sleeping now Mister--minus one more point from my grade 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
Carter, Amaya (C, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (C, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); rietow, wade (C, 0); riguis, sean
(C, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (C, 0); Waite, Emma (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; bumatay, mark jay; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; joe, melissa; Kihara, Kayla; mata,
kamuela; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; vailea, sione; vinayaga, maya;
Wong, Justice

 Question 16 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.143 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

The Magic Wand tool In Photoshop...

Possible answers % answered
 [A] allows the pixels to be cleaned up and look good "magically" 43%
• [B] selects similarly colored areas based on the Tolerance level you select 38%
 [C] selects shapes and colors that you want 10%
 [D] I need me one of those Magic Wand tools to fix my car 10%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (A, 0); bumatay, mark jay (C, 0); joe, melissa (A, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (A, 0); Kihara,
Kayla (A, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); mata, kamuela (D, 0); rietow, wade (A, 0); Robbins, Lydia (A, 0);
Savarese, Tyler (A, 0); sigrah, sheborah (A, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (C, 0); Waite, Emma (A, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
Carter, Amaya; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; riguis, sean; sabado, josaiah; vailea, sione; vinayaga, maya;
Wong, Justice

 Question 17 (Multiple choice): Average score: 0.714 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

The Quick Selection tool does what in PS?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] lets you quickly select areas based only on color 38%
 [B] lets you select the best ways to print your image 29%
• [C] lets you quickly "paint" a selection using an adjustable round brush tip 24%
 [D] This would be a great tool if you are single and are looking to date 10%



  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (A, 0); bumatay, mark jay (B, 0); Carter, Amaya (A, 0); chae, david (A, 0); H pd 4, Brennon
(A, 0); joe, melissa (A, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (B, 0); Kihara, Kayla (A, 0); Madzhitov, David (B, 0);
rietow, wade (D, 0); riguis, sean (D, 0); Robbins, Lydia (A, 0); sabado, josaiah (B, 0); vailea, sione (B, 0);
vinayaga, maya (A, 0); Wong, Justice (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
mata, kamuela; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer, Shaniah; Waite, Emma

 Question 18 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.429 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Lasso tools do what in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] let you lasso parts of an image 10%
 [B] lets you choose the color scheme you want to paint with 29%
• [C] makes freehand, polygonal (straight-edged), and magnetic (snap-to) selections 48%

 [D] My partner had one of these, and that is how we met..lassoed me right then and
there 5%

 [E] YO IDK and IDRC (I dont know and I dont really care) 10%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (B, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (B, 0); Madzhitov, David (E, 0); rietow, wade (A, 0); riguis,
sean (B, 0); Robbins, Lydia (A, 0); sabado, josaiah (B, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (D, 0); vailea, sione (B, 0);
vinayaga, maya (E, 0); Waite, Emma (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; Carter, Amaya; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; joe, melissa; Kihara, Kayla; mata, kamuela;
Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Wong, Justice

 Question 19 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.286 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Marquee tools do what in PS?

Possible answers % answered
• [A] make rectangular, elliptical, single row, and single column selections 43%
 [B] make selections based on color 29%
 [C] let the lights shine brighter on the image 24%
 [D] My best friendʻs name is Marquee, or is it Marques?? Hmmm 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (B, 0); Carter, Amaya (B, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (C, 0); joe, melissa (B, 0); Kelekoma,
Cheyenne (B, 0); Kihara, Kayla (B, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); riguis, sean (B, 0); sabado, josaiah (C, 0);
Tozer, Shaniah (C, 0); vinayaga, maya (C, 0); Waite, Emma (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; chae, david; mata, kamuela; rietow, wade; Robbins, Lydia; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah,
sheborah; vailea, sione; Wong, Justice



 Question 20 (Multiple choice): Average score: 0.571 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Brush tool does what in PS?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] brushes and effects the colors that make up an image 67%
 [B] washes the color on the image 10%
• [C] paints brush strokes 19%
 [D] I left my brush and comb at home Mister..so sorry 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (A, 0); Carter, Amaya (A, 0); chae, david (A, 0); H pd 4, Brennon (A, 0); joe, melissa (A,
0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (A, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); mata, kamuela (B, 0); rietow, wade (B, 0); riguis,
sean (A, 0); sabado, josaiah (A, 0); Savarese, Tyler (A, 0); sigrah, sheborah (A, 0); vailea, sione (A, 0);
vinayaga, maya (A, 0); Waite, Emma (A, 0); Wong, Justice (A, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; Kihara, Kayla; Robbins, Lydia; Tozer, Shaniah

 Question 21 (Multiple choice): Average score: 1.857 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What does the Eraser tool do in Photoshop?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] erases the lines from the back and front 24%
• [B] removes/deletes pixels and restores parts of an image to a previously saved state 62%
 [C] moves pixels from one image to another 5%
 [D] I need to ERASE this quiz from life right now please.... 5%
  blank answer  5% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (blank answer, 0); Carter, Amaya (A, 0); joe, melissa (A, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (A,
0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); Tozer, Shaniah (A, 0); vailea, sione (A, 0); vinayaga, maya (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; Kihara, Kayla; mata, kamuela; rietow, wade; riguis, sean;
Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Waite, Emma; Wong, Justice

 Question 22 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2.143 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Zoom tool does what in PS

Possible answers % answered
• [A] magnifies and reduces the view of an image 71%
 [B] zooms in to the color value of an image 19%
 [C] allows the viewer to move around their image easy and quickly 5%
 [D] Zoom...Zoom...Zoom.... or is Zumba a better life option for me? 5%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):



Carter, Amaya (B, 0); joe, melissa (B, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); mata, kamuela (C, 0); rietow, wade (B,
0); vailea, sione (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; bumatay, mark jay; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Kihara, Kayla;
riguis, sean; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer, Shaniah; vinayaga,
maya; Waite, Emma; Wong, Justice

 Question 23 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2.143 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

The Crop tool does what in PS?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] deselects images based on color 5%
 [B] clones out areas of an image 14%
• [C] trims images toi any size you like 71%
 [D] Im dying OVAH HEAʻ 10%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
bumatay, mark jay (A, 0); Kelekoma, Cheyenne (D, 0); Madzhitov, David (D, 0); mata, kamuela (B, 0);
rietow, wade (B, 0); vinayaga, maya (B, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
albert, rosalyn; Carter, Amaya; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; joe, melissa; Kihara, Kayla; riguis, sean;
Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer, Shaniah; vailea, sione; Waite,
Emma; Wong, Justice

 Question 24 (Multiple choice): Average score: 2.143 out of 3 points
21 out of 21 students received this question.

Paint Bucket tool does what in PS?

Possible answers % answered
 [A] erases solid-colored areas to transparency with a single click 5%
• [B] fills similarly colored areas with the foreground color 71%
 [C] lets you quickly grab a selection using an adjustable round brush tip 24%
 [D] I could use a new 5 gallon paint bucket 0%
  blank answer  0% 

Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
albert, rosalyn (C, 0); bumatay, mark jay (C, 0); mata, kamuela (C, 0); rietow, wade (C, 0); riguis, sean (A,
0); Waite, Emma (C, 0)

Students who answered correctly:
Carter, Amaya; chae, david; H pd 4, Brennon; joe, melissa; Kelekoma, Cheyenne; Kihara, Kayla; Madzhitov,
David; Robbins, Lydia; sabado, josaiah; Savarese, Tyler; sigrah, sheborah; Tozer, Shaniah; vailea, sione;
vinayaga, maya; Wong, Justice

 Question 25 (Essay): Average score: 0 out of 1 point
21 out of 21 students received this question.

What is your experience level with using Photoshop?
What would you like to learn in Photoshop?



Students who received partial or no credit (response, points):
None

Students who received full credit:
None

Students not yet graded:
albert, rosalyn ("5"); bumatay, mark jay ("1"); Carter, Amaya ("I've never realy had an experience with
photoshop but i would like to learn about it."); chae, david ("1"); H pd 4, Brennon ("5 "); joe, melissa ("That
we can do photoshop to make the picture more better looking. "); Kelekoma, Cheyenne ("I am at like level
negative 1 because i have never in my life used photoshop. Im not exactly sure what i want to lear i guess
everything because i dont know what ther is to learn"); Kihara, Kayla ("not experienced. to learn anything
and everything."); Madzhitov, David ("EVERYTHING"); mata, kamuela ("how to make your pictures look
better"); rietow, wade ("pretty cherreh i like to edit photos "); riguis, sean ("no idea never tried before");
Robbins, Lydia ("2. I would like to understand the tools and be able to draw more on it."); sabado, josaiah
("-1 out of 10 Like to learn about how to merge pictures and grop photos."); Savarese, Tyler ("everything
and i have no experience"); sigrah, sheborah ("Havent done photoshop"); Tozer, Shaniah ("I have tried to
use it to draw but have no further experience"); vailea, sione ("I would like to learn about the DSLR camera
because I dont really know anything about the camera and we will be working on the DSLR camera more
often."); vinayaga, maya ("i dont have an experience level "); Waite, Emma ("I have never used photoship
before. I would like to learn everything that i can, it seems super fun!"); Wong, Justice ("∏⨁ ⨊×℗∃℞ℹ�€₦☪∑,
ℳ℞ SHELOR.")

    Review not needed     Review required


